INTRODUCTION
The class A£-NP has received a certain current research interest since sets in this class arise from many NP-complete problems by imposing certain uniqueness or optimality conditions (see [1, 6, 7, 8, 13] ). For example, consider the well known NP-complete set CLIQUE, i. e. the set of pairs (G, k) such that G is an undirected graph containing a clique of (at least) k vertices. Then MAXCLIQUE -the problem of deciding whether A: is the maximum clique size of G-is in A£-NP, provided NP^coNP (see [9] ). In [9] also other NP-complete problems are described where this phenomenon occurs.
(*) Received in June 1986. This paper is a revised and extended version of the diploma thesis of the first author (see [6] ).
( Papadimitriou and Yannakakis [11] introduced a new class D* located between NP and Af which seems appropriate to give an exact characterization for some of the problems occuring in Af -NP, since some of those problems, like MAXCLIQUE, turn out to be E^-complete. In [10] , Papadimitriou also présents some similar new problems that are even complete for A£. In [3] , [6] and [14] hiérarchies have been introduced and investigated independently which are located between NP as bottom class and Af. The union of each of these hiérarchies is the Boolean closure of NP.
In the present paper which should be considered as a revised and extended version of [6] we show that all these hiérarchies either coincide or are very closely related to each other. For each level of these hiérarchies we give examples 'of complete sets, and we present conditions causing these hiérarchies to "collapse".
Finally, we study the complexities of the "to-jumps" of these hiérarchies, and we obtain the somewhat surprising result that the answer dépends heavily on the succinctness of the encodings of the Boolean functions that we use. If, for example, the Boolean functions are represented by Boolean circuits then it is very likely that the "oe-jump" has a higher complexity than in the case when the Boolean functions are represented by Boolean formulas.
NOTATION
Ail our sets are languages over some fixed alphabet E, say S = {0, 1}. For a string wel,*, \w\ dénotes its length, and for a set >!£=£*, \A\ dénotes its cardinality. The symmetrie différence of two sets A and B is defined by A A
B = (A-B)\J(B-A\
For a set A^X*, let ! = ?,*-A be its complement, and for classes A and B of sets let coA = {^:^eA},
AAB={AHB:AGA
and BeB}, A vB = {,4 U£:^eA and BeB}, and let BA (A) dénote the Boolean algebra generated by A, i. e. the smallest class that contains A and is closed under union, intersection and complémentation.
Our model of computation is the multi-tape Turing machine. For a Turing machine M, let L (M) dénote the set accepted by M, and for an oracle Turing machine and an oracle set A, let L (M, A) be the set accepted by M when using the oracle A. Let P(NP) be the class of sets acceptable by deterministic (nondeterministic) polynomial-time bounded Turing machines. A Turing machine is said to be polynomial-time bounded if there is a polynomial/? such that each computation of M on inputs of size n has length at most p (n). Similarly, let P A (NP' 4 ) be the class of sets acceptable by deterministic (nondeterministic) polynomial-time bounded oracle machines when using the oracle set A. The class {J{P A '.AeNP} is commonly called A£ due to its membership in a more gênerai structure, the polynomial-time hierarchy (see [13] A more restrictive but more commonly used reducibility is the polynomial-time many-one reducibility: A is polynomial-time many-one reducible to B (for short A^^B) if there is a function ƒ: £*-»Z* computable in polynomial time such that f' 1 (B) = A For a set A and a class C of sets, A is called C-hard (w. r. t. ^£) if B^A for each BeC. Further, A is called C-complete if A is C-hard and AGC. A well known NP-complete set is SAT, the set of (encodings of) satisfiable Boolean formulas.
Finally, for a set A let c A : X* -• {0, 1} dénote its characteristic function.
THE DIFFERENCE HIERARCHY
In this section we introducé and investigate a hierarchy of classes located between NP as the bottom class and &1={J {P A :AeNP}. The définition is based on the symmetrie différence opération and is motivated from the définition of the "n-r.e" sets in recursive function theory (see [12] , p. 67). The second level of the différence hierarchy turns out to be Papadimitriou and Yannakakis' class D* [11] , and the union of the différence hierarchy is the Boolean algebra generated by the sets in NP. We show that the différence hierarchy essentially coincides with the Boolean NP-hierarchy introduced in [14] and with the Boolean hierarchy introduced in [3] , Thus this hierarchy has been introduced and investigated independently in [3] , [6] and [14] . Further, we define complete sets for each level of this hierarchy and study conditions under which the hierarchy "collapses", i. e. it consists only of finitely many levels. DÉFINITION It turns out that the différence hierarchy essentially coincides with the Boolean NP-hierarchy introduced in [14] as the séquence of classes {C^p, rÇ'Jfc^i and with the Boolean hierarchy introduced in [3] as the séquence of classes {NP(k)} k > 1 . To prove the relationships between the Boolean NP-hierarchy, the différ-ence hierarchy and the Boolean hierarchy we need the following définition. Using the above theorem it is not hard to prove. (ii) follows from (i).
• Similar DIFF k -complete sets have been considered independently in [3] , Note that SAT 2 " A is essentially the set SAT-UNSAT which has been defined and shown to be D^complete in [11] . In that paper also some other D^com-plete sets have been exhibited. In [16] several natural problems are shown to be complete for every level of the Boolean NP-hierarchy (and thus also for every level of the différence hierarchy). For example, the set {(G, n u . . ., n fc ): the chromatic number of the graph G is in {n u , . ., n k }} is complete in It is not likely that SAT C0~A is in DH, and therefore DH-complete. Moreover, it is even not likely that DH has any complete set. We consider SAT <Ö~A again in Section 5. Proof: The forward direction follows from Theorem3.11 (i). For the backward direction let A be a DH-complete set. Then ,4eDIFF k for some fe^l, and by Proposition 3.2 (ii) we have DH = DIFF k) hence the différence hierarchy is finite. •
THE TRUTH-TABLE HIERARCHY
In what follows we use a fixed natural, uncontrieved encoding of all Boolean circuits with A , v and ~l gates. If z is such a encoding of a Boolean circuit then h z dénotes the Boolean function realized by this circuit.
From several equivalent définitions for the polynomial-time truth-table reducibility given in [8] and [2] we choose the following. (ii) A set A is polynomial-time fc-bounded truth- In the preceding définition of g£, ^£_"(fc^ 1) and ^* tt Boolean functions are represented by Boolean circuits. We also consider the reducibilities ^l f , Sl-bf (k^l) and ûl bf (S%, Sl~f tt (k^l) and SÏ ft t) which are defined in the same way as ^£, ^£_ ft (fc^l) and ^l tt but using Boolean formulas with opérations A , v and ~| (full truth-tables) instead of Boolean circuits with A , v and ~| gates. The following relationships between these reducibilities can easily be proved. truth-table hierarchy for NP. PROPOSITION 
4.3: For every fc^l, (i) ^_"(NP) = co^_"(NP). (ü) ^fc-tt(^P)
ïS closed under polynomial-time many-one reducibility.
Proof: (i) is obvious; (ii) is proved as Proposition 3.2 (ii).
• Like the différence hierarchy for NP, this hierarchy is located between NP as bottom class and A*. Moreover, there exist strong relationships between these hiérarchies. To establish our main resuit in this direction (Theorem 4. 5) we need a characterization of polynomial-time fc-bounded truth-table reducibility in terms of the Boolean algebra generated by certain sets. The following theorem is a first step in this direction. THEOREM Proof: Suppose A^k" tt B.
By définition there exist polynomial-time computable functions g 9 f l9 <*. 9 A= U (P/nfleinriffi).
The other two directions of the proof are obvious.
• The preceding theorem gives an equivalent condition for the ^ £_ "-réduc-tion from a set A to a spécifie set J5. We obtain a stronger result if we consider the <;£_ "-réduction from A to an arbitrary NP-set. 
Now let A G ? §£_ tt (]NP). By définition there exist polynomial-time computable functions r, s l5 . . ., s fc and a set Be NP such that
Obviously, the sets D -s^1 (B) are also in NP (i= 1, . . ., k) and we obtain .ll (ii) SAT"^ is DH-complete. Using Corollary 3.12 it follows that the différence hierarchy, and consequently also the truth-table hierarchy, is finite.
• Thus the union of the différence hierarchy and the union of the truth-table hierarchy are the same. The analogous fact in recursive function theory has already been observed (see [12] ).
Next we define a séquence of sets which will subsequently be shown to be complete for the several levels of the truth-table hierarchy. 
(ii) i»-^gjL"-v^Ï L 0> -tt .
Proöf: Use the same arguments as for Proposition 4,2
We do not know whether L«-/« = Pi*^ or L 0 "^ = T Proof: (i) Because of Proposition 4.8 we restrict ourselves to SAT k~" . Clearly, SAT k -"g£_"SAT. Thus, SAT fc -"e g£_"(NP).
Suppose A e ^J_, f -(NP). Then there exist a B e NP and polynomial-time computable functions g 9 f l9 ... 9 f k such that
Because of B e NP there exists a polynomial-time computable f unction g' such that c^(x)=c SAT (^(x)) for all xe£*. Consequently, xeA iff fc f w (c B 0 iff fc, <" (^SAT (^ (/l W)) 5 . . . , C SAT (g' ü* W» = vol. 21, n° 4, 1987 iff (g(x), g'^ (x)), . . ., g'(/ k (x)))eSAT*-«.
(ii) follows from (i).
•
BEYOND THE fflERARCHIES
In this section we consider the exact complexity of the sets SAP 0 "'", SAT 0 "*' and SAT 0^" defined in sections 3 and 4. That is, we are interested in the complexity of the different natural '*<ö-jumps" of our hiér-archies. Note that one answer for the analogous question concerning the polynomial-time hierarchy is that the ©-jump B^ defined in [13] is PSPACEcomplete. However, in [5] another a)-jump K® of the polynomial-time hierarchy has been considered, and it is an open question whether B Ö) = ^JC Ü> .
In Proposition 4.8 we have shown that
It is not very likely that these sets are = ^-equivalent. Thus we have the somewhat surprising suspicion that the complexity of the co-jumps of the truth-table hierarchy dépends heavily on the succinctness of the encodings of Boolean functions that we use. On the other hand, it turns out that SAT*"*^SAP
i. e. that the oo-jump of the différence hierarchy has the same complexity as one of the oe-jumps of the truth-table hierarchy, THEOREM 
5.1: (f) SAV^is <^*(NP)-complete. (ii)
SAT°-bf is^l (iii) SAT°-ftt is ^% Proof: As for Theorem 4. 9 (i).
• Let us emphasize once more that it is not likely that ^ / or ^£ U (NP)= ^JJ(NP) because these problems are closely related to the problems of whether there exist polynomial-time algorithms converting Boolean formulas or Boolean circuits into equivalent truth-tables. A similar dependency of the complexity of problems from the input présentation has been observed by other authors before. Sometimes an exponential increase of complexity can be observed if one chooses a succint encoding of the instances of the problems (see [4] and [15] ).
Next we show that SAT Ö> " A is also gJ' / (NP)-complete. This is a consé-quence of a resuit in [16] where a sufficient condition is given for a set A to be complete in S1/ (NP). Note that this class is denoted there by P£J. • In [16] many natural problems are shown to be ^* f (NP)-complete, for example the problem {(G, n u , . ., n fc ): fc^l and the chromatic number of the graph G is one of the numbers n u . . . , n k }.
It should be noted that our results do not depend particularly on NP and SAT as NP-complete problem. Just as well similar results can be developed for other classes having complete sets and being closed under union and intersection.
Finally let us mention some relationships between two classes investigated in [2] and the classes ^£/(NP) and ^Ü(NP).
For a deterministic oracle Turing machine M with oracle set B and input x, let Q (Af, B, x) be the set of all queries which are asked by M to B during its computation on x. 
RUNIV. ALL (B) = P.UNIV. ACC (B).
Proof: For the inclusion "^" see [2] . For the other inclusion we reproduce the proof from [6] . Let M x be a deterministic polynomial-time bounded oracle Turing machine accepting the set A with oracle B, and let M 2 be a deterministic polynomial-time bounded Turing machine computing on input x the set Q (M l5 x). Now we choose an arbitrary word b from B, and we construct a deterministic polynomial-time Evidently, for C = J5 the machines M x and M^ accept the same set of words, namely A.
On the other hand, it is obvious that QA(M' l9 x)cg(M l5 x)U{&}iÔ(Mi, £*-{&}, x)EÔ^(Mi, x). •
